Organization & Contents

PART I FOUNDATIONS & CONTEXTS

1. Introduction: The Classics – Concepts & Contexts
2. Realism & Neo-realism
3. Liberalism & Neo-liberalism
4. Institutionalism & Neo-Institutionalism
5. Constructivism & Contentions

PART II NEW CHALLENGES & CRITICAL APPLICATIONS

7. The Theory of Lateral Pressure & Environment
8. Evolutionary & Emergent Dynamics
9. International Conflict & Warfare
10. Transformations of Structures & Processes
11. Globalization & International Relations Theory
12. Institutional, Challenges – 21st Century
13. Normative & Empirical Perspectives
Course Books: On order at MIT Coop


Other Assigned Materials: MIT Dewey Library Reserve location.

Course Requirements:

(a) Active Seminar Participation – Critical Approach to Materials
(b) Class presentation – format to be announced and
(c) Final Examination (take home format) or Review/Research Paper
Supportive Core Books: On Reserve at Dewey Library
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PART I: FOUNDATIONS & CONTEXTS

(1) Introduction: The Classics – Concepts & Contexts

September 13, 2005

Required Reading


Related Reading: Essential
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(2) Realism & Neo-realism

September 20, 2005

Required Reading


Related Reading: Classics
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(3) Liberalism & Neo-liberalism

September 27, 2005

Required Reading


Related Reading: Classics
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(4) Institutionalism & Neo-institutionalism

October 4, 2005

Required Reading


Related Reading: For Interest
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(5) Constructivism & Contentions
October 18, 2005

Required Reading


Related Reading: Advances
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PART II: NEW CHALLENGES & CRITICAL APPLICATIONS

(6) Gaps in Theory: Linkages, Transformations, Actors, Environment, and other?

October 25, 2005

Required Reading


Related Reading: In Depth
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(7) The Theory of Lateral Pressure & Environment

November 1, 2005

Required Reading


Related Reading: Synthesis
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(8) Evolutionary & Emergent Dynamics

November 8, 2005

Required Reading


Related Reading: Contrasts
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(9) International Conflict & Warfare

November 15, 2005

Required Reading


Related Reading: In Depth
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(10) Transformation of Structures & Processes

November 22, 2005

Required Reading


Related Reading: Controversial
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(11) Globalization & International Relations Theory

November 29, 2005

Required Reading


Related Reading: Basic
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(12) Institutional Challenges – 21st Century

December 6, 2005

Required Reading


Related Reading: Basic
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(13) Normative & Empirical Perspectives

December 13, 2005

Required Reading


Related Reading: Basics Continued.
